Middlebury College School in Latin America
Housing Questionnaire

Name: 
Semester(s): 
University/country: 

The purpose of this form is to find the most suitable housing for you. Please understand that we will do the best we can to accommodate your requests, but it may not be possible to address all of your preferences. Please complete this form by yourself, and please give it ample thought and consideration. Feel free to include any further explanations on the back of this form.

Please indicate which role you would like to have in the family:

____ Independent: It does not bother you if the family is not home frequently and you do not wish to participate in many activities with the family.
____ Somewhat interactive: You would like to participate in some, but not all, family activities while still maintaining your independence.
____ Very interactive: You wish to be treated as part of the family and be involved in the family’s daily routine. You prefer to have dinner with the family every night.

Please rank the order of housing companionship preferences (1 being the most preferred):

____ Without children  ____ With university students
____ With small children  ____ With elderly people
____ With adolescent children  ____ No preference

Please rank your housing priorities (1 being the most preferred):

____ Family with children  ____ Single room (not shared)
____ Close proximity to university  ____ Low-cost housing
____ Meals included

Other (please indicate your preferences):

Tobacco  ____ Non-smoking house  ____ Smoking household  ____ Don’t care
Meat  ____ Vegan  ____ Vegetarian  ____ No dietary restrictions
Animals  ____ Pets  ____ No pets  ____ Don’t care
Room  ____ Single room  ____ Shared room  ____ Don’t care
Kitchen  ____ Daily kitchen use  ____ Occasional kitchen use  ____ Infrequent kitchen use
Meals*  ____ Breakfast only  ____ Breakfast and dinner  ____ No meals  ____ All meals (Chile only)

*Most students prefer “breakfast and dinner” as this provides breakfast 7 days a week and dinner 5 nights a week, which are the times when students are typically in their homes. In Buenos Aires, you may choose “breakfast only” or “no meals”; in Chile, “all meals.”

I do not eat (check any that apply):

____ Red meat  ____ Poultry  ____ Seafood  ____ Dairy products  ____ Eggs

Please describe any food allergies or dietary requirements: 

Please describe any non-food allergies relevant to your housing: 

Please describe any religious affiliation or other concerns relevant to your housing: 

If you have contacts in Latin America and plan to arrange your own housing, indicate so here:

____ Yes, I plan to make my own arrangements. The address/contact information is as follows: 

If you know you are making your own arrangements, but do not yet have the contact information, turn in this form so we know not to hold something with you, and follow up once you have more information.